Objective selection of short-axis slices for automated quantification of left ventricular size and function by cardiovascular magnetic resonance.
Quantification of left ventricular (LV) volume from cardiovascular magnetic resonance images relies on subjective and often challenging selection of short-axis (SAX) slices. We hypothesized that this could be solved by defining mitral annular (MA) plane and apex in long-axis (LAX) views, which could be combined with automated LV volume analysis that does not rely on manual tracing of the endocardial border. SAX images from 50 subjects were analyzed using custom software. LV apex and insertion points of the mitral leaflets were marked on LAX views and used to approximate MA plane. End-systolic and end-diastolic LV volumes (ESV, EDV) were measured while including only slices or their parts located between MA plane and LV apex. Endocardial borders were automatically detected using our previously validated algorithm and also manually traced to obtain reference values. Selection of anatomic landmarks in LAX views allowed automated measurement of LV volumes without the need for subjective slice selection. Intertechnique comparisons resulted in high correlations (EDV: r=0.95; ESV: r=0.96) and small biases (1 and 9ml). Combined three-dimensional displays of LAX and SAX views with the MA plane showed that in 7/10 worst cases, intertechnique discordance was due to incorrect manual tracing at LV base that erroneously included part of atrial cavity in LV volume or excluded part of LV cavity, i.e., incorrect reference values. Defining the MA plane and apex in the LAX views obviates the need for subjective slice selection and eliminates errors in LV volume measurements.